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Soviets Move to Replace 
Rockefeller's IMF-World Bank 

July 26 (IPS) - Spokesmen at the 
Soviet Trade Mission in Washington, 
D.C .contacted by IPS declined to either 
cOnfirm or deny that the essential ele, 
ments of the ICLC-proposed Inter
national Development Bank-type 
system are currently operational at the 
pilot level . 

According to Chase Manhattan 
Bank's chief economist Lawrence 
Brainard , individual West European 
corporations are presently trading with 
the Soviet Union using transfer ruble 
credits as the means of settling ac
counts. In a July 24 interview Brainard 
told IPS that IBEC, the Comecon 

- central bank, was extending the 
transfer ruble credits on a "pilot" basis 
at 1 . 5  per cent interest for durations of 
up to seven years. Brainard further 
identified the countries involved as 
West Germany, Yugoslavia, Finland, 
Austria, and Sweden, adding that it was 
"politically attractive" for Western 
Europe, the-Soviets, as well as under
developed countries to strike such 
arrangements. 

"If this is true it will be the most 
important event in the monetary field 
since Bretton Woods ! " exclaimed 
Financia l  Times East  Europe  
correspondent David Lascelles to  a 
European-based I P S  report e r .  
Lascelles' reference to the 1 944 
meetings held in Bretton Woods , 
England, which established the now 
unravelling dollar credit system and its 
central institutions the International 
Monetary Fund and allied World Bank, 
is no hyperbole. What the extension of 
transfer ruble credits to finance trade
and production beyond the boundaries 
of the Comecon means is that the 
Soviets can replace the bankrupt dollar 
credit apparatus with the gold-backed 
transfer ruble payments system at any 
point - they have already underbid all 
competition ! 

An Open Secret 
This week the open secret that the 

Soviets intend to formally link the 
questions of peace and security with 
specific proposals for economic 
cooperation at the upcoming European 
Security Conference in Helsinki was put 
into public circulation in the West by 
the Italian financial daily II Fiorino. 
"In Helsinki, "  the July 24 II Fiorino 
reports, "the Soviet Union will try, 

through a series of agreements among 
the socialist countries and those of the 
Third World, of the European and Arab 
world, not excluding some important 
'capitalist' nations, to have a greater 
circulation of the ruble in these coun
tries at the expense of the ' inflated' 
dollar ." 

II  Fiorino situates the Soviet initia
tives in the series of international 
meetings - the Lima meetings of non
aligned nations, the special session of 
the UN General Assembly, the confer
ence on gold proposed by Gaullist ex
French Finance Minister Debre -
meetings "which cannot avoid having 
important repercussions on the world 
political scene." 

A New "Rapallo" 
What II Fiorino, alone among the 

capitalist press, correctly and frankly 
acknowledges is the unfolding of a new 
"Rapallo" era, a development which 
the Soviets themselves addressed 
directly this week in a long feature on 
the Helsinki meeting carried in the July 
22 Izvestia, the government daily. 
Noting the change that has occurred in 
Europe since the "days of Harry Tru
man's ' Iron Curtain' speeches and John 
Foster Dulles' 'roll-back of socialism' , "  
Izvestia reviews the Soviet Union' s  
persistent steps i n  cementing detente, 
citing especially "Rapallo and other 
milestones along this road." The article 
further stresses present developments 
as "a transition to a new kind of inter
national relations ."  

Observing that today "the forces for 
positive development" are stronger 
than the enemies of European security, 
Izvestia identifies the areas of im
mediate concern for extended coopera
tion - the "sphere of scientific-tech
nological revolution, ecology, energy, 
and European infrastructure" - the 
latter a pointed reference to the im
minent collapse of the pivotal West 
German rail system, one of the major 
casualties of the recent implosion of the 
West German bond market. 

Europe Can't Refuse 
Western Europe is for its part being 

dragged along precariously by its 
dentures in the momentum of an "offer 
it cannot refuse." With its chains to the 
dollar dictating the gutting of produc
tion and trade at an accelerating rate, 
Europe's capitalists are turning one by 

I 

one to the East. This week an economist 
for West Germany's largest electronics 
firm, AEG-Telefunken, told IPS that 
"gold is the only basis for a new 
monetary system,"  echoing French 
and other European calls for a return to 
gold as a replacement for the dollar. As 
many financial commentators ,  such as 
French economist Jacques Rueff, 
argue, a return to gold would enable 
Western Europe to expand trade with 
the Soviets on the basis of the gold
backed transfer�uble._ . _ _ . _  

Today, Soviet Communist Party ' 
paper Pravda reported that Jiirgen 
Ponto, the head of the Dresdner Bank, 
AEG-Telefunken's owner, is visiting 
Moscow for discussions with Soviet 
Foreign Economics Minister Novikov. 

The full implications of the accu
mulated "Rapallo" developments 
exploded this week in the West German 
parliamentary debate on the European 
Security Conference. The alternative to 
peace and genuine economic recon
struction and development proposed by 
the Soviet Union is social and economic 
holocaust represented by the hysterical 
Franz Josef Strauss, neo-Nazi chair
man of the Bavarian Christian Social 
Union and a chief European peddler of 
Chairman Mao's slave labor "model. "  . . . .  . -

As this newspaper has consistently 
reported, the Soviet political-economic 
offensive has not been confined to 
Western Europe. The deepening Soviet
Third World and non-aligned alliance 
was given a decisive boost this week 
with the Soviet intervention into the 
annual meeting of the Organization of 
African Unity in Kampala, Uganda. 
Soviet official  Alexei Zakharov 
delivered a strong message to the 
African representatives, emphasizing 
African economic development in 
cooperation with the East Bloc . 
Zakharov's statement was accom
panied by the circulation of a TASS 
release attacking the interference of 
Rockefeller agent Mobuto' s  Zaire into 
the liberation struggle in angola. This 
virtually unprecedented action by a 
"non-African" state, breaking the 
xenophobic controlled environment of 
"Africa only" politics fostered by the 
CIA, reflects the unqualified hubris 
increasingly characterizing Soviet 
diplomacy. 



Third World Calli for
- Debt Moratoria 

Against Rocky 
July 27 (IPS)-Forty-five represent
atives from Asia, Africa, and Europe, 
and America who met in AI�ders last 
month have already issued a resound- . 
ing answer to Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger's July 17 threat of "economic 
boycott" with a united call for a mora
torium on Third World debt. Part of a 
series of post June 30 non-aligned 
conferences, the conference unani
mously adopted the debt moratorium 
proposal put forward by the beleag
uered head of the National Bank of 
Greece. 

The report of the call in a New York 
based Greek weekly follows by less 
than a week the Geneva agreement of 
Third World and oil-producing nations 
on commodity price-stabilization to 
provide an interim of financial stability 
for bankrupt Third World countries. 
Despite State Department threats and 
tirades,  the imposition of a moratorium 
on Third World debt to Rockefeller 
agencies, the World Bank and the Inter
national Monetary Fund, is now guar
anteed to appear as a major point of 
discussion at the Lima conference of 77 
non-aligned nations next month and at 
the crucial UN Special Session on 
Development in September. 

The Algiers call for debt moratoria is 
a clear rejection of schemes for fascist 
reorganization of countries which de-. 
fault to Rockefeller, exemplified by the 
cannibalistic Club of Rome's  one-year 
moratoria offer provided the victim 
pledges to institute population control 
(genocide) ,  or the Big MAC (Municipal 
Assistance Corporation) which is now 
dismantling the city of New York. 

In all discussions by Third World and 
non-aligned nations, the debt moratoria 
issue has been defined as the prere
quisite for increased trade and indus
trialization, against the backdrop of an 
accelerating Soviet drive for peace and 
development. The Algiers conference 
unanimously adopted the Greek 
banker's proposal that the surplus 

value of gold be used to finance devel
oping nations and endorsed the call of 
the Algerian trade minister for the 
creation of an International Trade 
Organization within the United Nations. 

No Way Out 
The driving force behind the call for 

debt moratoria and the political break 
with the Dollar Empire it implies, is the 
looming threat of unabated social chaos 
and economic deterioration. In Greece 
this week, 200,000 construction workers' 
opened up a mass strike movement ag
ainst the austerity demands of the 
Greek government. Despite police 
repression, the strikes have not de
creased in intensity. 

In Argentina, the continuing strikes 
activity of Argentine workers last week 
reduced former president Isabelita 
Peron to the status of a depleted doll. 
Now both trade unionists and indus
trialists are making real the worst 
fears of New York bankers and calling 
for a debt moratoria. The Rosario 
branch of the formerly Peronist trade
union federation, the CGT, combined its 
attack on the Peron's corporatist 
"social pact" with a demand for a 
"broad and generous moratorium" and 
a reduced tax burden as the pre-con
dition to solving the economic crisis. 
The Buenos Aires branch of the Move
ment for Integration and Development 
(MID) , representing key sectors of 
small and middle industrialists , echoed 
the CGT's call. The MID further 
demanded expanded credit avail
ability, intensified industrialization, 
cheap and available energy, and 
modern transport facilities. 

Bloc for Development 
To break the constricting cord of dol

lar-denominated debt, such crisis
wrecked nations must rely on the poli
tical muscle offered only in the prog- I 

ram of expanded economic integration : 

with developing countries, backed by 
the credit resources of the Soviet Union .. 
Leading up to the Lima conference next 
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month has been a flurry- of diplomatic 
activity with precisely this intent. The 
4O-day trip of "anti-imperialist" Mex
ican president Luis Echeverria to Eur
asian bloc countries, has been followed 
by Peruvian diplomatic deployment to 
the Soviet Union, Algeria, the Soviet 
bloc, and non-aligned nations. In India, 
the Peruvian Foreign Minister met 
with Indian Foreign Minister Chavan, 
the architect of India's pro-devel
opment policy, to discuss a coordinated 
approach to the conference of non
aligned nations. . 

Simultaneously, President of Guyana 
Arthur Chung was assured that India 
would help that country to build a steel 
plant in Georgetown. Such continuing 
efforts on the part of the Indian govern
ment in the last month's have been key 
to its survival. Figures released this 
month show fast-growing rate of Indian 
export to the Soviet bloc, African and 
Persian Gulf nations . Indian exports to 
Iraq, for instance, have tripled in the 
last nine months. 

An IMF Ofler 
Rockefeller's policy is clear. This 

week the International Monetary Fund 
informed Sri Lanka that if it wanted 
Special Drawing Rights to finance this 
year's imports, it must devalue its 
rupees and triage rice consumption, 
according to Indian press reports. An 
official of the IMF informed IPS that in
deed the Rockefeller agency was 
evaluating the credit status of Sri 
Lanka. 

But when informed of the increasing 
drive for a debt moratorium by Third 
World countries like Sri Lanka, the offi
cial could only yelp, "What reports of a 
debt moratorium? Are you aware of 
what consequences that would have . . .  
Good God ! "  To ward off this cata- , 
striphic deflation of the mountains of 
Rockefeller paper, the official offers 
catastrophe to humanity: the rationing 
of rice in Sri Lanka, he admitted, would 
affect 99 per cent of the population. 



_Wor_ld Capital�st M�rkets Collapse . 
. A$_. Dollar Sucks Up Liquidity --

by David Goldman 
July 26 (IPS) - The world' s  capital 
markets now look like an old mattress, 
where a spring forced back into place 
provokes the spring next to it to pop up. 
A shifting wave of illiquidity has over
taken the U.S., West German, British, 
Italian, and Japanese money markets, 
in a general outbreak of symptoms of 
the crisis detailed in this column during 
the past week. 

A renewed and unprecedented wave 
of collapse this week on the West 
German bond markets, during which 
the German central bank bought up an 
astonishing DM 1.4 billion (about $600 
million) in dumped bonds, has done 
more than threaten German cities, 
states , and Federal railroads, who 
depend on this market for operating 
funds. In an emergency decision, the 
Federal Bank this week suspended 
foreign bond market lending, which 
amounted to DM 3.6 billion during the 
first five months of this year. Of this 
figure, Japan was the principal 
beneficiary. 

On the same day that the Germans 
clamped down on foreign lending, the 
Japanese government announced that 
it would have to borrow $17 billion on its 
own bond markets to compensate for 
tax revenues flattened by the 25 per 
cent falloff of Japanese exports. During 
the first months of this year, Japan's  
internal credit structure drew on only 
one outside source, roughly $500 million 
of incoming credits - mainly from 
West Germany. Now that Japanese 
corporations are shut out of external 
markets, credit demand related to 
debt-refinancing within Japan, both for 
business and government, will swamp 
local bond markets. According to 
Japanese banking sources, the Bank of 
Japan will do most of the buying, 
printing up fresh yen banknotes to 
finance the government. 

Dollar Sucks Up Liquidity 
Up until June 30, dollars flowing into 

West German banks created new 
liquidity there, which found its way to 
the international lending market in 
"Euro-Deutschmarks." But defaults on 
short-term international payments to 
Western banks from Third World 
countries, totalling several billion 
dollars during the past three weeks, 
created a great vacuum for short-term 
funds to plug up the holes in the dollar 
lending sector. The result - as the 
German press moaned this week - is 
that the dollar "soaked every other 
sector dry of liquidity," producing the 
two-stage breakdown of the German '
capital markets, as investors dumped 
German bonds to place their money on 
the overnight-lending side of the Euro

. dollar market. 
�llj()W the cycle has spilled through to 

jKii;lln,  via West Germany. But 
J aJ)artese, banks are also among the 
largest lenders to Third World coun
tries on the Eurodollar market -
dating from

' inflows during 1971 and 
1972. The bankruptcy of the Third 
World will annihilate. payments to the 
Japanese on this debt; compromising 
Japan's ability to meet its own $23 ' 

billion of short-term commitments on 
the international dol lar market ! 
Meanwhile, U.S .  banks who hold about 
$20 billion in short-term trade credits to 
exhausted Third World treasuries have 
cut back their trade credits to these 
countries by at least $1.5 billion since 
May ; a large part of this money 
financed Japanese exports to the Third 
World. 

Onward Hyperinfiation 
For exporting nations like West 

Germany and Japan, the only short
term survival option other than moving 
into the Soviet economic area is to 
plunge into Latin-American currency 
devaluations and hyperinflation. The 
action of the West German Federal 
Bank against a bond-market crisis 
which gained intensity up to the closing 
of markets yesterday - purchasing 
municipal and other bonds fleeing the 
country - is a major step in that 
direction. So is the Bank of Japan's 
method of funding the Japanese 
treasury, straight off the printing 
presses. 

Monetary pump-priming in West 
Germany, which exports 25 per cent of 
industrial output and relies indirectly 
on exports for another 25 per cent, is a 
fool 's  policy. Funds issued' by the 
central bank to the banking system at 
large cannot go to production if export 
trade continues to collapse. German 
exports are now 25 per cent lower than 
last year's. Should the central bank 
continue this week's operations on the 

. open market, the deutschmark sector' 
will flood over with paper with no other 
use than to refinance maturing debt, 
and then refinancing the refinancing. 
The same applies to Japan. "Reflation" 
would turn the German and Japanese 
currencies to mud, and destroy their 
value on the international currency 
exchanges. 

In turn, a collapse of the international 
value of the German mark - which has 
already lost about 10 per cent of its 
value vis-a-vis the dollar during the last 
month - would sharply raise import 
costs to the German economy in terms 
of the devalued local currency ,  
generating further inf lat ionary 
pressures, and turning the collapse
ratchet once again. 

While West German Social-Demo-: 
cratic parliamentary leader Herbert 
Wehner argued for expanded East
West trade as the answer to this slide 
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towards hell, the German Chancellor 
and the French President, Messrs.'  
Helmut Schmidt and Valerie Giscard, 
met in Paris to discuss who would begin 
the reflation first. In a related develop
ment, the European Economic Com
munity's Commission wrote itself out of 
politics this week by calling on 
European governments to turn this 
week's hyperinflationary disaster into 
official policy. 

Slide to Oblivion 
Great Britain, whose inflation rate 

now surpasses 40 per cent and whose 
currency has fallen in value from $2.32 
per pound sterling to $2.17 during the 
last few weeks, represents a slightly 
more advanced stage. of collapse, or, 
precisely, the state of collapse that 
West Germany and other trading. 
countries will catch up to if their per
formance during the past three weeks 
continues. Its past sufferings, unfor
tunately, do not exempt the sinking 
island from another round of economic 
catastrophe. 

. 

To stop a general outflow of short
term funds, the Bank of England this 
week stopped lending out overnight 
money to banks , the central feature of 
its day-to-day operations. Instead, the 
"Old Lady" insisted upon lending only 5 
to 6-day money - on the premise that 

. . . longer maturities"" would stabilize the 

market ! Since dealings in short-term 
sterling and dollars are so closely inter
linked, overnight sterling funds are 
first-choice draftees for the multi
billion dollar holding operation now 
underway in the short-term dollar 
sector. Unfortunately, a short-term 
outflow of sterling could provoke 
massive speculation against the pound 
in its wake, bringing its market value 
down to its "natural" value of $1.65, 
according to the London chief of one 
international bank . 

The immediate impact of the Bank of 
England maneuver stabilized the pound 
sterling, by placing overnight sterling 
funds in short supply. But the 
tightening of short-term money in 
London also jeopardizes British banks, 
whose ratio of capital (wholly-owned 
funds) to liabilities (borrowed funds)  
has collapsed from 13  per cent last year 
to 8 per cent this week. Shrinkage of 
capital among British banks is due 
exclusively to massive loan losses 
suffered on the speculative London real 
estate market - and due to be suffered 
on the oil companies speculation off
shore real estate market, the North Sea 
bubble. 

In the midst of the worst economic 
crisis since the sixteenth century, this 
type of maneuvering is what passes in 
top capitalist circles for "national 
economy." 



Soft Loans Lock In Ballks 
_.lI-,-.Qil Pro�ects.,$i��_ 

J)JOaVidGOldJban " ment flow has thrown production. July 22 (IPS) - Over the'last week it schedules back indefinitely. 'occurred to the Rockefeller, banking " But the high-interest Eurodollar network'tluit it is in a IiquiditY'crisis.: ioans whichbackrolled theprojects stiU : the wa.y �t might occqr to a bug that he demand interest and amortization 'is in a bottle. GOlle 'are ,the boasts that ,every six months. In turn, funds the New ,York banla! cou)dingest ilfull allocated for capital expenditures in ,$2 .tiillioh in flimb debt-paper which the , backlogged projects find their way into ::city's, MlUl{cipal Assistance 'CorPor�- the debt-service' account, . and new tionhopes to have issued by September., m o n e y  co m i ng in is e a ten Qone, also, is the murd�rous, coril�', up by old debt flowing out. The placent tone bankers used 'to describe, SUddenness of this "flip" in the the "political climate'� they would .im�" North Sea projects from an earning pose to enforce paym�nt of debt-service " enterprise to a re-financing sinkhole is on $140 billion in· Third, World obliga-' largely due to the fact that the expected tions. . ' ,' 
' 

revenues of the North Sea projects had ' What the cbarlkers ndw see < dimly.' • been pegged to Britain's s�!,yicinltQ.L drawing' on their preVious" ';nGOunWrs·· �,' $14 ''billion in external ;debts 'in, the first r. with�uchproblems. is that'the entire $5 place! ' 
trillion debt structure now turns on the Among 'Other development areas nlareinal,hundred million of current, 
debt-servtce iricom�. This is' no I ,which, one year ago, were the pride of 
exaggeration:' closl! to half of banks' ' the ltockefeller empire - including 

, loan�books 'are plugged' holes. To' the Brazil, 'Mexico, and Argentina - in-
extent, that, bank lending is· pure, debt coming Eurodollar "project loans" no� 

, rollJo.ve�' (r' e-fl·na.ncinD) ... ' to munt:. function almost exclusively to cove� -v &/. e ' short-term financial needs on theSe cipaUties·, ,bankrupt flrm$ like Lock�, 
I coUJitries' debt accounts. heedJtIlct W.T: Grant'si or bled�white ' The irony here is that such transfers , : �detdev��oped'c�tries; ,the banks, of funds from the "capital" budget of ' ,,� fu!ly, locked i�. � pa�r assets Rockefeller projects to th, "operating" i that .cannot convert Into cash In case of , , budget. i.e., debt payments, is Ute same I emergency. ';l'I,le last loan default on the , procedure which. the banks claim, has ' or��ro(magnltudeofafewh�ndredsof ,. pusbed New York City to the brink of �mllbons of dollar�; .a seer:ni!,g pittance , default! , . ' 

,next to the $600 bIllion holdi�gs of U.�. , ,June 30 marked the point of no return banks, �ich cannot he r�-flI,W1ced, IS for the Rockefeller financial network. the on,e that forces the, pahi� liquidation·, the pOint at which banks could not extri. ' ' of ,th� mas�es, of, pa.p�r �ssets, and, cate themselves from: short-term loans 
_ brln�S" �°'rffl'���I.C.f��,s�f�e !!.l.�i on the International markets going into : ' 'J'Ih���: .. ,. ',;:1' .�'�'!.,: . .:.,: �\�f,,�'\.: • • . <," '; default around that payments date. The 

, ,� �� Jast; September, one, eo��tant' $30 billion worth of short-te,m credi� to says' ;'10lier. cent of U .S.banks l� 'underdeveloped countrieS'. the main, w.ere sottr ' te" doubtful ot.�ollection. kicker' in the international liquidity., 
• Smcethen, thesource,Q,dds.' $eyh!lve crisis, are "evergreen loans," accord� . had t�.r)t1t SO much. more moneyanto, ' ing to an officer at Chase Manhattan, ' , t�ese areas j!tatthey are tQtaUy locked, , that is loans which must he renewed at , in." "Soft" loans 8J'e now be�w:een �: , ' . ; and 50 per Cent or bank assets. Bankers, .

eacl!P��!.rlent perlQd. , " . ' " 
ctl;t1l!)lairi tbat the' corporations who '( ,'. What the banks viewed as their be$f' be. ve paid off their loans. sucb as the oil" .' aSsets; high-interest loans to the Third 1 

. companies • .'are' oltes 'wJ1o,\V�, �O$t,�: '. '. World and 9 per cent-plus bonds from 
1iq\uli�thefirst plaee . . ,,' ' r� -", , ", ; ; Big MAC, are now their, worst prob-

Without exception. the fields of dullor j , lems. Banks rely, as the market co�' 
ca!'h -dcploy:nent by the' Rockefeller ,monly recognizes, on, "high-earning , 
banking system since Ute 1973 oil hoax '  , 'assets" of this type to cover ,for non-, 
have turned to mud into' which .new . earning assets piling up in their port· ' 

,money sinks- without a trace. This ;; :fOlios.These loans ,take- the'ire� " 
appliell with a vengeance to develop-. " margin 'from' state-enforcea' primitive ' 

, ment p�oject spinoffs f�m the oil�. . " aCCum�lation �g�!!1rubLdebttr __ :Co- ; 
Britain's North S�a od operation, the. ',nomy; In the case of New Yor City. 
floor' ,lJlodel for "Project Inde- ' , MAC's to-free bonds yield the banks a 
,pendence" 'swindles worldwide, is rate' of,/return equal to 25 per 'cent on 
suddenly on the rocks. Its �orQ., Ut".,L tuablel investments. ' 

. Ninian Field of British Petroleum, now But - precisely because they depend 
produces one-quarter of its projected ' '. ,,,pon an enforced "political climate" -

output, of crttele for 1975. loothe!' off-' these loans are entirelY'ilIiquid. In this 
�re rields� ..sudd�n drop .!!!..l�!.est.__ -.t��P-�.! �h.!!y ,!ire id�nt�allC!!h�bl��, 
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I (untradeable) "Mefo--bills" wblch Nazi 
, ,Finance Minister Hjalmar Schacht fs.' 

sued to German ba�s during the 1930$. 
" Meantime, banks' are 'wary: Ofanll,. , 

. thing but the \feryshor( sid� of the lend- ,', 
ing mat:ket, fearing newdefatilts on all 

. fronts. Chase Manhattan. must . have ' 
several billions of dollars available on a _ 

i, call-money basis .to ,meet the eventu
l' ality of shOI1-term loan defa,ults from 

one of twenty underdeveloped coun
,tries. I}undreds, of banlg-upt realtorsj 
and, worst of all, New York CitY itSelf. ' 

I Senior bank officers interviewed tpelay,' , 
i on the prospect·of'a· New' York City 
. bankrUptcy, went white at the, mention 

of this su�t. t , ,�.: , ',: ., 

--'-EverY penny that the short·terltl debt' 
, crisis has drained out of Western Bur ... 
" ope sjnce June 30 has gone into �e �)De· 
, to�seven day side: ot the 'Eurodoltar \ market, the most 8Peculatl,:,e financial 

mechanism in world histOry.l\ccording 
, to banking sources, banks are',actively' 
� discoQI'aging. 'borrowers from taking. 
'. out, 30 day �oans, preferri�lt to . "limit· 

their exposure" to loans which .can be 
, called on three hoUr notice! This is en

forced,'baQ!ters say. thrQugh inieftst 
L rates 3-and.:one.half pelcenfhigher qJl 

the longer.' side oftl:1e, short-tetn( 
,market. Compare ,this to the imbecilic 
myth that the improvement of the dol
lar's value on international money mAr
kets is 'based on coiifidence I.n the U.S. 
ecoJlOmy;;:"none ot this tJ10ney changed 
into dollars has left London and Frank-
f�;_ .. '_ .. ....: '�:::- -:-' 

-"'�� 

� The � b�nks cannot, re-finance ',their 
-8inkhol� loans. 'They also cannot get' 
'out. They can do iio�ing but all back 
and wait for the end. ," . 

All of.tJteRQCkefeUer political muscle , 
is in jeopardy; it'relies on a political· 
patronage machine worldwide which is , 
either superimposed on or identical to 
the debt strUcture. Greece, tor exam
ple, is seeking half a billiqn doUarsin, 
loans' this year; one bank�r tldplined,' 
"G r e e c e  has no :eco nomy 
and' nothing, to, export. but ,tha�'8: 
not the main consideratioD"'o::'it's 
Jl)e ,sO�thern flank of NATO'" , ' 

Where will the 
:�oney corri�rtc:;nl? 

,
Cbasecan strip its ,German accounts, ' 
and leave its German allies to burn in 
oil; sacrific� its �emainln8 fiunkeys in 
the underdeveloped sector, .such as 
Bra�iI; call.in some ,of ,apari'.' $12 
billion in foreign short-term debt; or 
exercise any number 'of similar options. 
DemQCratic party hack Mayor Beame, 

.in the thick of the assault on New York 
City, bas fewer patronage ,probleqls 
�!11 hi�,�E!!.�I,��!',J?!y.!d Rockefe!t� 



N.Y's Big MAC BGn�'r�!Jt; 

Bankers Crt' for Fasco�m 
July 22 (IPS) - The' Munlefpal Assis
tance Corpotation (Big. MAC) - the 

'bankers'institutioncreated to put New. 
York City's financial situation in order 

· .""" will be unable to sell the remaining $2 
billion of its $3 billion in bonds because 

, New'· York. banks don't have the 
;.liquidity to purchase them. 

-RecogDition of that fact 'produced 
hysteria within banking circles here 
this week while simultaneously the 
bankers attempted 'to shift the 'blame. 

· for the city's impending default onto the 
municipal unioIlS. . -

' Investors reacted to the first public 
offering' of MAC bonds MondaY· as if 
they were being offered the bubonic; 
plague. The bonds plunged by 10 points, ; 
losing a total of more than $84 million in : 
.face value. ' .  . ' ; The liquidity crisis is po� confined to ; 
New York banks. Yesterday, Bank of · 

'Italy Jtead, Guido Carli shut down the i 
Italian bond market. Not a single issue 
was traded, 

· Today, the West German bond 
'market collapsed forcing the Bun
desbank, th.e West German central 
'bank, to go into the market for some 500 
million deutschmarks - or as much a. 
·the total spent during the panic two 
weeks ago. . 

APolitical Question . 
'A, Ne\V York City deftlult is .now 

inevitable. The political question to be 
answered is what kind of default will it 
be -.,. a banker-designed, J:.tAND 
directed fascist reorganization of the 
city or a working class program of debt 

· moratoria. linked to protecting workers' 
standards of living. 
.' Yesterday in an editorial "economics . 
'lesson" that renected the pailic in the 
financial'community, the New York 
Times warned that "default means 
bankruptcy. Nobody knows exactly 
what bankruptcy would entail... but it 
could mean' an indefinite period of 
payless paydays .... the abrogation of all 
union contracts and the imposition ,of 
economies far more sweeping than any 

· yet sU8gested." " 

.! Key members of the Big MAC 
executive board paraded in front of the 
press over the last three dpS's to declare 
that the "unions threaten to destroy the 
city ... It's up to them, if they don't go 
along we can't sell these bonds." 
__ iuch_!.l!tem�!l!s. are total 1�.!.. __ �velL 

if the ,unions were to agree to accept 
pay cuts, �s demanded by MAC, it 
would in no way effect the market
ability of the illiquid MAC bonds - the 
banks simply can't buy them. 
, In addition. short of declaring a debt 
moratorium, nothing can save jobs and ' 
services. The sanitation workers are a 
case in point. Th�y "loaned" out of 
their union treasury $1.6 million to pay 
for the jobs of 1700 laid off workers until 
the city found· new tax money. When the 
money ran out last week, the men were 
laid off and the city told union leaders 
that there would be no money to pay 
them back. 

. , 

The demands by MAC bankers that 
city unions roll over and play dead are 
the foot in the door for a post-default re
organization of the labor movement. 

_--- • .  --"'T"" 

The Real Problem 

For weeks, Rockefeller banks have 
been playing with the New York finan
cial situation without achieving any 
'real financial resolution. 
, Almost the entirety of the first billion 
; in MltC bonds was absorbed directly by 
the New' York banks. No members of, 
the financial community seriously 
entertained thoughts of. the ,First 
"National Aa;dvark fn Podunk, Kansas' 
�or anywhere else stepping in to buy 
, MAf bol1fl-L-_-

, As, one investment banker told IPS 
last week. "These bonds are for, ' 

'domestic consumption only." i.e�, for 
the New York banks to deal with. 

At thIs point, however, if the banks 
were to deploy enough capital to bail 

: out New York they would have zero 
, liquidity to deal with any other emer
,gencies. Under 'such circumstances, a 
,simultaneous collapse in Westetn 
: Europe and the developing sector. 
" would be likely, and the banks them- , 

• selves would be finished. 
, \ Jack Devine, Chase Manhattan's 
'chief municipal bond trader, today 
I banks purchasing more illiquid MAC 
: paper. "The situation is very bad and 
; getting worse," he said in an interview. 
'�We ate already overloaded with 

,obligations." . ' 
I Yesterday, the city of Philadelphia 
, was forced to raise interest rates on a 
new bond issue because the New York 

�}' !>!I!�� _W�ic� .�..<!.rm��lyb.!l}''phit�:. 
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,delphia bonds were. reported "overlstuffecf' ·with MAC . bonds. Th� New 
; York State Job·Development Authority 
I had to, withdraw, from the market alto-
I gether. . . .  . " . 

: .. But Rockefeller cannot allow the-
· city to default. IPS Financial Intelli
gence has calculated thilt a, default on 
only several hundred million dollars of 
, d�bt at this point would trigger a chain 
· reaction collapse of capitalis� paper 
values to tnetune of £5 trillion. I 

A spokesman for FirSt National city 
· Bank became hysterical when asked io 
cominent on a ,Possible city defaUlt as 
early as August: "Of course we're 
worried. We've 'got millions of dollarS of 
bonds tied up in New Yolk City. We're 
absolutely sick about the whole thing ... 
the entire state and municipal bOnd 
market would be shot.:. Every state 

· and local government would be shut out 
of the market. New York City co�ld 
, never borrow again." 
· "The question is," die" spOkesman 
continued, "whether (Mayor) Beame 
will get off his fat ass and do something. 
Clean out the cityl Restore. fiscal res

I ponsibi1!W! Oth�se it' s.tll� end." 
The MAC bankers. have- . ordered 

Beame to trim sUfficient money from 
.his budget and raise � levies to stave 
off the default.. A$ hinted by former 

· MAC cb.airman Thomas Flynn, these 
cuts would eveQtually ��ount to some 
$2 billion � the face value of th!3 
unsaleable MAC bonds. '. , .  

This clatifies the meaning of MAC 
hatcbetman FeliX Rohatyn's statement 

. last week that the i'residents of the city 
��ye¥�rum theJrlifeS;tyte9.ft ..... :: . 

" ' TheDilemma ." " F  ' 

Such demands point. o"'t' the ROcke
feller's fatal dilemma:' The New York 
City fiscal crisis cannot be forced to 

\ cohere with the present degree of 
control RAND forces ,enjoy l<)cally; 

financial 'considerations have forced 
the banks' to throw political considera
tions to the winds. I 

Even such Witting RAND trade union 
agents as AFSCME District Council 37 
,President Victor;. Gotbaum cannot 
swallow the' baDks' latest demands. 
'Where previously they had engaged in 
'; RAND-programmed fr�tracidal dis-
putes over who should be laid off; they 
have qniformly refused to a�cept pay 

: .. cuts. " . _,,_. _._._.- .-.,--" - .. . __ .. -



SiJniJ�ry�. �m�. With the.bankers 
demand.ing the anniliJuition. of city 

. sel1icei.!uts· hesitated and even balked 
at iJriplelrienting MAC's or!ien. • 

.·That ilttbation'llas freed oPPOsition to 
the bankers to move. "Yesterday a 

�P of State S�ton. Asse mbIYM..!n , 

and 'City C"ouncilmen organized by City' 
• Councilman Luis Olmedo proposed in a' 
press conference in New York city that 
a one-year debt moratorium be im-' 
pose� on all New ,York City debts -
except Big MAc . . Sirice that institution's 

· bOnds cannot be· sold' anyway. that 
· exception would not prove to be .. � 

��at alLurden to the city's tupa)'8rl . 

With these 'proposaIs. LldI' Olmedo 
and his alUes m:e effectively' proposing 
to make New York CltjapUot model 
for the . U.S. and the world In the 
urgeiltlynecessary. task ·01 ,brIqIftg 
aboJ!.tJ�1!!��the���.�", 

12 Democrats Call for Debt Moratorium 

'A� .'a:;I\p'�ei'·; ·cO�fere'nce'toaa�.: 
;Aslemblyman • .Frank Barbaro (D
BJdyn>,8�sman tor the "Ad . . Hoc 
CorpJtlitte�;·'o.t Social" Justice. " 
d�un�e4 "the bankS 'fot creating the; 
Clty'S ctn'tent tiscal crisis. In a strongly 
worded prepared IJtatment th� com
mittee charged the banks with "seeking 
to estabUsh a financial diCtatorship 
over the . : lives . 01 our citizens." The 
gtOQP anriouncedan ,.eight point 

. program which. also included demands 
for subStantial increases in real' estate; 
stock transfer. and o�er bank-related 
taxes. ' . .  

. _Ad 'HoC':(:olrimittee memberCoun
cilman. tcmisOlniedo (D-Bklyn.). who 
introdueeda.'resolution calling for an 
l�tnoiith moratorium on all city debt 
into the New York City· Council June 17. 
declared at today's press' conference 

,�a� he was "sticking to" his debt 
moratorium resolution. ' "We're not 
paying any debt. including the Big MAC 
bonds .... '· 

Ad-Hoc' Commit tee  memb e r s  
A.ssem�en Ba,r&aro aIlcL.Michael 

Pesce .(D.BkJyn.). today publicly endorsed the Olmedo Resolution. . The announcement of support for the debt mora�orium . bv thA $;tollt,. 
··jeglslators IS a' clear warning to 

· . �ockefeller that significant political 
forces will not tolerate the city being 

· IPlaced. in receivership should the. . Olmedo Resolution be passed and the 
: debt service be suspended. --...:..-:"'---

, Choices Are Clear' 
� The Ad Hoc Committee's statement. 
'which has thus far been either blacked 
'out of the. press or distorted to omit 
refete,nces to the debt moratorium. 

. cbarged the banks with seeking ."to 
.. soJvetbe ;crisis they created . on tne 

backs cif the lower and middle income 
*orking people." 

' .  

The Ad Hoc Committee members 
. also characterized the proposed cuts of 

· : tbousand.s of jobs. wage freezes and 
· . cutbacks . and increased transit fare 

I and tuition at the City University as 
immoral. illegal and the result of an 
ilDti�people philQsophy which is 

"reminiscent of tne days· of Herbeit 
Hoover. . . 

"The capitulation of the Mayor and 
some memben of the Board of 
Elitimate and the City CoUncil to this 
financial extortion by the banks is. 
unconscionable." Assemblyman 
Barbaro asserted on behalf of the 
Cq��ittee, "All elect(!d 9ffi�i@,!�_���t. 
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stand firni and ·United . tOgether with the 
people of our city; in' OpPOSing the 
disgraceful tactics of the . would-be 
financial dictators cif our city." ' .. , A Moral ObUptlon · 

A member of the ¥ HoC COmmittee 
supported the statement adding "The 
Mayor. the Board of E"stiinateand the 
City Cow\cil ... save our City from Big 
MAC policy-maken - elected .bY,no 
one and accountable to·PO'one: •. weare 
either gmng to run down NewYotk for 
the security' of the banken. or we are 
going to maintain jpbS an c Uervices for 
the security of our citizens." , . . 

. ,"in the Coming weetS-:�· the. ¢Om
mittee members cOntinued. "'we will be 
contacting other legislatots and asking 
them to standwitft 1,JS in unequivocal 
oppositioa to any proposal to place an 
additional burden on the people. We Will 
not back doWn'" 

.. 

U.S. Labor Partt candidate for U.S. 
Senate from' New \York· �lijah Boyd 
called the action by the legislators and 
councilmen a "historic and courageous 

: step." 
. Bayd announced plans t9 . form 

Committees to Defend the Olmedo 
Resolution to prevent it from being 
sabotaged' by Rockefeller -a llied 
politi�ians such. as Councilman Matt 
Troy. Chairman of the Finance Com
mittee. Troy presently has the Olmedo 

. ��Solution bottl��pcin �!�_c:o.�_f!1!.��_ 



',July 23 (iPS) - u.s. SeCretary of State 
Henry Kissinger in his capacity as head 

'of the National Securi�y Council (NSC) 
is cQOrdinaUng ' and ' international gun
running and terrorist , operation, . ac- ' 
Co�ng to a report released yesterday 
by the Knitbt NewlIPllpers wire , ser- , 
vice. ' ' 

The Knight release lndicates .� 
Kissinger's direct . responsibility for 
coordinating a massive' gun-running 
operation ' by Colt Industries, a ,  CIA
linked firm in Hartford, Conn. , to riaht
wing terrorists in Lebanon. 

, Ongoing irivestigations by the secur
ity.,taff of the International Caucus of 
Labor Committees had already pin-

. pOinted that Colt, a major arms manu
; facturer, played ' a, central role in the 
domestic and international distribution 

' of arms and ammunition to terrorist 
organizations under the top-down con� 
trol of Kissinger's NSC. 

�-

AlretJ,dy, ; according to informed 
Washington sources, Kissinger bas 
moved to clamp down on further .inves
tigation of the Council's gun-running, 
terl'OJ'ist links under the guise of a, 
majOl' $�te l)epartment · · �reorgan .. 
'ization. " , ,', ' 

' , , 

TheFalanp'��on ' - iF'" 
, The Knight dispatch, reported in the 

inajor press yesterday, ' disclosed that 
in �arly May. the state Department 
authorized a major shipment of band

l��, and •. ammuni..J!on.... �L_<&IL�" 
, dustries ' ta '  a' " private" agent ana ' 
' distributor, identified as Sarkis ' 
,J1,Q£��nalian,..!�.1�ei�. �9.�e! �  the __ . 

State Department later identified 
, Soghanalian as C91t's agent in Beirut.. i 
, Several ' weeks , ago, authOritative-: 

. Arab sources revealed to this . ,news 
" agency that the State Department was 

overseeing U.S. shipments of firearms 
to Beirut, destined for the right.wing 
Falangist terrorists. � 

An examination of the series of devel
opments surrounding this case yester
day and today reveals the orde,r for a 
cover-up by Kissinger. 

As yesterday morning's U.S. press 
carried the preliminary ' Beirut-Colt· 
State Department story, a represent· 

. ative of Colt Industries was still sche
duled to testify at hearings today before 
the House Judiciary Subcommittee on 

, Crime on "gun leakage" and "gun 
, thefts" from their Hartford plant. 

' 

• , Colt Cancels Testimony 
By late afternoon, after IPS conduct- ' 

ed an informative interview with Ber· 
nard A. FemmineUa , deputy director 
for 'Munitions Control in , the State 
Department 's Bureau of Politico-Milit· 
ary Affairs, subcommittee sources told 
IPS that' the Colt represent,ative had 
"canceled out" ofscheduled testimony. 

' Simultaneously, the Labor Party'S 
request to testify on Colt's connections 
to gun-running was denied. ; 

.... .v Earlier. deputy director for Muni· �: 
tions Control FemmineHa-whO spent I. 

" tWo decades as a "labor affairs" spec· • 

' ialist attached to U.S. embassies and ' 
, ' consulates throughout Latin Amer- 1 

ica-said that the " political decision" 
, for issuing licenses for such deals ��stecL '!i!h ��cr:e� ,!cl�sin@!' and _ 
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Undersecretary 10seph Sisco. ' "We' all • •  

; work for Mr. �issiiiger:l1-:-Pemmmelfa1 
. said. The M�l!��I!!��ntrOl Offi��!t!� 
' but he confirmed at least the' "possib- , 
Uhy" that the arms YlOund up with ' 
Falangi�st�s.=-_---;:-__ :----�_ , Today. Thomas Stern, the deputy di. 
rector of the JJureau of PQlitico-Milit- : 
ary . Affairs, told IPS that the . Beirut 
deal was "simply one mistake out pf ' 
thousands of routine approvals." "No ' 
one above a deputy assistant Secret· 
ary's level" knew about the , Sogba· 
�lian deals, he aUeged. Stern then re
vealed that after consultatiol'..i with 
Kissinger, Director George Vest or· , 

" dered a "complete re-evaluation of De-
- partment procedures" , relating 16 
"'licensing and internatfonal gun ship· ; 
I ments "on a worldwide scale." 

This �'re-evaluation of procedures," 
reliable sources said today, is certain 
indication that Kissinger. in direct 
consultation With f<!lt Industries, has 

� arranged tor the National Security . 
: �ci1 to coor4inate an internatioJW..;. 
, .. 
' "chec�int: ' . . s'-'ake,.\,lp., l'l$., will ' in� 

" volve ,redeploYiJlgi' U.S. ointelligenca. 
agents from the various agencies con. 

! .  cerned, in an effort to cover up the fact 
I that Kissinger himself is in operational 
I control of international and domestic' 

terrori$m and gun-running'. , ' '-', . 
This new Kissinger cover-up attempt 

parallels NSC efforts to hide the actual 
role of the Council and Kissinger in set·· 
ting up, bank rolling, and deploying the \ 
Black September terrorists. The groups, 
emerged in 1972 in the so-called Munich 
Massacre of Israeli.Olympic athletes. -.!CO" . ______ _ 



ICLC Busts Int'l Press Blackout 
on Kissinger�- tJSC Terrorism 

July ' 26 - In the past 24 hours , two 
mass-circulation daily newspapers in 
Mexico City have broken Henry 
Kiss inger ' s  international  p r e s s  
blackout on National Security Council 
gun-running and terrorism operating 
out of Reading, Pa. The break in the 
blackout came only two days after 
Kissinger had ordered an all-out 
deployment of NSC-State Department 
agents in the U.S. and Western Europe 
to prevent exposure of his criminal 
activities. 

Previewing a Labor Committee press 
conference which took place in the 
Mexican capital yesterday, the 
newspaper Ovaciones detailed Labor 
Committee statements of the Reading 
gun-explosives terrorist depot in the 
context of "the global planning of 
crimes, at their highest levels, by the 
RAND Corporation, the Brookings 
Institution, the '40 Committee, '  and the 
National Security Agency." 

Following the press conference both 
Ovaciones and the daily La Prensa 
published stories reporting Labor 
Committee identification of Kissinger 
and Vice President Nelson Rockefeller 
as "the main culprits . "  La Prensa also 
reported on Kissinger's recent gun
running to the Lebanese Falangists for 
use against Arab socialists. 

The publication represents a severe 
personal defeat for Kissinger, who 
expended enormous effort to "keep the 
lid on" a story which correspondants 
for major bourgeois media around the 
globe have known was dynamite at 
least since the Labor Committees 
published it in New Solidarity more 
than a week ago. IPS representatives 
are now briefing reporters scheduled to 
cover the upcoming summit Con
ference on Security and Cooperation in 

Europe (CSCE) this week on the 
breakout. 

Kissinger, whose efforts to stonewall 
and cover up included an order to deny 
CSCE press credentials to IPS which is 
still being contested, is now in deep 
trouble. It was in just such circum
stances that "the dam broke" on the 
MC 14-4 "first strike" nuclear policy 
while reporters attended the NATO 
conference in Brussels this spring. 

The anti-Labor Committee CREEP 
operation which Kissinger orchestrated 
earlier in the week was a frenzied at
tempt to forestall exactly this situation. 

On Thursday the following events 
occurred : 

* Finnish government officials in
dicated that they suspected U.S. State 
Department sabotage behind the denial 
of a press accreditation request by IPS 
for correspondent rights for the CSCE 
meeting in Helsinki. A Finnish govern
ment spokesman in Washington, D.C .  
flatly denied that Finland had sought to 
deny IPS press rights and strongly 
stated his government's official policy 
in support of those rights . The decision, 
he said, was that of the General 
Secretariat of the Conference, to which 
the U.S .  State Department had 
dispatched a squad of special "press 
relations" officials in Helsinki this 
week. IPS is filing formal complaints 
with several governments and the 
General Secretariat, and is demanding 
an official statement of policy by the 
State Department on IPS press rights in 
Helsinki. 

* In Bonn , the West German 
government, on orders from the U.S .  
State Department, convened a last
minute press conference on the up
coming CSCE meeting at precisely the 
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time at which the ICLC had scheduled a 
press conference to expose Kissinger's  
Black September-Reading gun-running 
and terrorism. The U.S. Embassy in 
Bonn then invited reporters to a 
reception which consumed the 
remainder of  the working day. _ _ _ _ __ _ 

* In Chicago and Detroit, press 
conferences to announce this weekend' s  
midwest tour b y  U.S. Labor Party 
Pres i dent ial  candidate  Lyndon 
LaRouche and to  detail the extent of 
CREEP harassment in the midwest 
were sabotaged. In Detroit no press 
appeared, and in Chicago, where at
tendance at USLP press conferences is 
normally half a dozen reporters, only 
one reporter attended. _. _. _ _ _ _ _ . _  

* IPS correspondents in Washington, 
D.C.  were forcibly removed from a 
Senate press gallery and threatened 
with arrest. When expelled, they were 
about to confront Kissinger with his 
responsibility for creating the Black 
September terrorist organization and 
for channeling U.S. handguns to Beirut 
just as the "civil war" was breaking 
out. 

Yesterday, as the first Ovaciones 
story was hitting the streets in Mexico 
City, Kissinger apparently decided he 
had to reverse his field and meet the 
threat head-on. At another press con
ference, Kissinger called on IPS corres
pondant Laura Chasen, then attempted 
to laugh off her inquiry whether ' 
Kissinger's criminal operations were 
the only policy Rockefeller had to 
counter Soviet economic and political 
initiativp.R at  thp. .Tulv 30 r:Sr:R Aftp.r 
replying, "I ' ll ignore the personal at
tack, "  Kissinger simply lied that the 
Soviet economic initiatives would not 
be discussed at the conference. 



Fusion Power in 1 970's 

$oyiet� _ Announce New Approach to Laser Fusion 
Two leading Soviet scientists have announced a new ap

proach to laser fusion which will explode all previous time
tables for the development of controlled thermonuclear 
fusion, potentially making this virtually unlimited source of 
clean, cheap fuel a reality within this decade. In an article in 
the Soviet physics journal JETP Letters , published Jan. 20, 
1975 but only recently made available to u.S. readers, Drs . 
N.G. Basov and Yu.V. Afanas'ev propose using existing 
laser-fusion technology with a new fusion-fuel design. 

Until this article was published, official Soviet estimates 
and those of sane U.S. scientists were that - at best - laser 
fusion or the other major approach to controlled fusion, 
Tokamak magnetic confinement, would be demonstrated to 
be scientifically feasible in 1976. Then, after several new 
technological components had been developed over the 
following four years (efficient fast-pulse, high-energy lasers 
in the first case, superconducting magnets in the second) , 
prototype reactors could be build by 1 980, with realization of 
significant inputs to the world economy by the late 1980s. Of 
course, Rockefeller's professional fusion saboteurs, who run 
the U.S. fusion research program,  continue to claim that con
trolled fusion will not be realized until the 21st century. 

The new approach laid out in Basov and Afanas'ev's arti
cle, however, because it allows the use of existing laser 
technology, will mean that pilot power platns could be com
pleted by 1978 and a world fusion economy realized by 1981 ! 

The Soviet article lights a second potential political bomb
shell under the U.S. scientific community with its clear 
implication of the close links between the gigantic Soviet 
push for controlled fusion and the Soviet arms program. This 
poses an obvious challenge to the U.S. fusion effort, which is 
presently crippled by repressive "weapons security classifi
cation" restrictions and narrowly focused, " limited project" 
orientation. 

The Physics of Fusion 
In the laser approach to fusion, a high-energy laser beam is 

used to compress and heat a minute pellet of fusion fuel until 
thermonuclear burn is ignited in the core of the pellet. In the 
resulting implosion, . the condition which produce thermo
nuclear fusion in the core of stars are duplicated. Figure 1 
shows a schematic of a laser-fusion reactor design. The 
major scientific problems involved are : 1 .  how to efficiently 
convert the energy of the laser beam into a compression 
shock within the fuel pellet, preventing the reflection of the 
laser light (in effect, preventing the laser light from "bounc
ing off" its target) ; and 2. how to control the evolution of the 
compression shock as it proceeds from the surface to the core 
of the" fuel pellet so as to maximize thermonuclear energy 
output relative to laser energy input, i .e . ,  energy gain. 

Over the past year scientists have experimentally demon
strated what appears to be a satisfactory solution to the first 
problem. In several laser-fusion laboratories throughout the 
world, pellets of fusion fuel have been successfully com
pressed by factors of at least 100, with more than 50 per cent 
of the laser beam energy absorbed rather than reflected. 

The second problem, however, has been the subject of in
tense debate among scientists in the United States, while 
essential portions of the scientific research involved remain 
locked up under "Top Secret" security classifications. Basov 
and Afanas'ev have now proposed a dramatically simple 
solution, thus potentially clearing away this major barrier to 
the quick realization of a fusion-based world economy. 

Before elaborating on the scientific questions involved in 
this problem and the proposed Soviet solution, it is necessary 
to outline a few of the basic physical parameters involved. 
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First, the amount of fusion eneryg produced in any form of 
fusion process is proportional to what is called .the Lawson 
number, the product of the time during which the fusion fuel 
is confined and the density at which it is confined. In order to 
produce more 'fusion energy than is used to ignite thermo
nuclear burn, the Lawson number must be greater than 10 to 
the 1 4th power (seconds time nucleii) per cubic centimeter. 

In the case of laser fusion, net energy release is obtained at 
densities of 10 to the 25th power nucleii per cubic centimeter, 
with confinement times of less than one billionth of a second. 
Under these condition the fusion fuel is compressed more 
than 1 ,000 times its normal solid density. 

A second condition required for net energy production is 
that of true thermonuclear ignition. As the thermonuclear 
reaction is sparked, the fusion fuel must be of sufficient den
sity and constitute sufficient mass such that the fusion 
energy released is trapped within the fuel itself and therefore 
sustains the thermonuclear burn. For laser fusion this means 
that the product of the density and the final radius of the com
pressed pellet must be greater than .3 grams per square 
centimeter. 

The Exploding Pusher 
As part of the effort to control the evolution of the compres

sion shock set off by the laser-pellet interaction (problem 2.  
cited above) ,  much work has been done in developing new de
signs for the fusion pellet, a relatively simpler task than the 
immensely complicated problem of tailoring the laser pulse 
itself. 

One important design is the "exploding pusher" model. In 
May of 1974 researchers at KMS Fusion laboratories in Ann 
Arbor, Mich. achieved significant laser-driven implosion of 
fusion pellets with production of a small quantity of thermo
nuclear energy. The pellet used (see Figure 2) was a hollow 
glass microsphere filled with fusion fuel consisting of deuter
ium and tritium (D-T, the heavy isotopes of hydrogen) in gas 
form. The pellet, which would easily fit on the head of a pin, 
measures 50 millionths of a meter in diameter, and the glass 
shell is one millionth of a meter thick. 

Sixty joules of laser energy in a simply shaped pulse was 
symmetically directed onto the sphere in two beams. A signi
ficant portion of the glass shell exploded outward, creating 
an equal inward-directed force which imploded what was left 
of the glass shell, in the same way that a rocket's  backward 
thrust impels the rocket forward. The implosion of the shell 
pushed the D-T gas inward, resulting in the compression and 
heat sufficient to produce thermonuclear energy. 

Isentropic Compression 
Exploding pusher pellets have also been successfully 

imploded at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) , one 
of the U.S. government's  main weapons research labs. But 
scientists there have argued that despite the initial suc
cesses , true thermonuclear ignition cannot be achieved with 
this design of pellet, and have proposed an alternative isen
tropic compression pellet design. 

This design is geared to preventing excessive preheating of 
the fusion fuel before the compression shock set off by the 
laser light reaches the pellet's core. With exploding pusher 
pellets, such preheating of the fusion fuel makes compression 
much harder to achieve by diverting energy away from the 
inward push into random motion (heat) . In the isentropic 
compression model, the laser pulse is carefully controlled 
and shaped in the pellet to prevent preheating. Second, the 
exploding pusher model wastes much of the laser energy due 
to the significant explosive blowoff of the glass shell .  These 
factors mean that the exploding pusher model uses laser 
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energy less efficiently, and therefore would require much 
larger lasers than the isentropic pellet to achieve true igni
tion. Even with the largest lasers now being built in the USSR 
and U.S . ,  of approximately 10,000 joules of energy, the ex
ploding pusher would not reach the requisite density-radius 
product of .3 grams per square centimeter and so could not 
achieve true thermonuclear ignition, as the LLL scientists 
have argued. 

In hollow pellet compression the intense energies of laser 
beams are used to develop gigantic pressures, roughly one 
trillion times normal atmospheric pressure. A hollow spher
ical shell, if it can be uniformly compressed, would reach 
greater compressions than a solid pellet, and would therefore 
utilize laser energy more efficiently. The reason is fairly ob
vious. Because the hollow shell does not meet any significant 
resistance as it implodes until reaching the center of the pel
let , it achieves greater momentum and therefore greater 
compression than would a solid pellet. The larger the ratio of 
the overall pellet radius to the thickness of the hollow shell 
(called the pellet aspect ratio) , the more efficient the com
pression. 

The problem with thin-shelled pellets, i .e . ,  pellets with 
large aspect ratios, is that a thin shell tends to crimp and 
ripple during compression. This leads to the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability (among others) in its most virulent form ; as final 
compression is reached in the core, portions of the rippled 
pellet splurt outward, thus preventing true compression. 

Even with the more efficient isentropic compression de
sign, the laser requirements are far greater than any exist
ing laser system can produce. The Livermore group believes 
that compressions on the order of 1 ,000 to 10,000 would have to 
be reached in order to produce net energy. In other words, 
the final density reached by the hydrogen fuel would have to 
be greater than 1 ,000 grams per cubic centimeter, 1 ,000 times 
normal solid density. The minimum laser requirement for 
attaining this compression, based on the LLL isentropic 
pellet compression, would be a laser which puts out 100,000 to 
1 ,000,000 joules in a pulse lasting no more than 10 billionths of 
a second, with a short wavelength between .3 and .6 
millionths of a meter, and a peak power.output between a tril
lion to 100 trillion watts, with the efficiency of the laser great
er than 10 per cent. In almost every category, existing laser 
systems fail to meet these requirements by a factor of 10, and 
in some cases by much more. 

Tampered Pellets 
Another method of increasing the efficiency of com

pression is to use outer shells made of heavy materials , such 
as gold. (See Figure 3) Such a heavy shell shields the fusion 
fuel from preheat before full compression is reached at the 
pellet core. By providing · better containment of the fusion 
fuel ,  the heavy shell aids in realizing true thermonuclear 
ignition. In addition, the shell also helps stabilize the pellet 
compression and makes the implosion more uniform, avoid
ing the "splurt" and other instabilities of the exploding push
er's thin glass shell .  

The problem with the heavy shell approach is that the gold 
tamper, or for that matter a tamper made of any material, 
displaces the actual fusion fuel. Such a design would relax 
laser requirements and achieve high energy gains only if the 
pellet was increased significantly both in terms of aspect 
ratio and overall size, although this of course would increase 
the likelihood of the onset of hydrodynamic instabilities, such 
as the Rayleigh-Taylor instability mentioned above. 

Soviet Laser Fusion Approach 
Drs. Basov and Afanas' ev propose to do precisely that. The 

pellet design they put forward in their article is approxi
mately 2 centimeters in diameter, 400 times larger than the 
KMS and LLL pellets, with a gigantic aspect ratio of 100 to 1 
- a really biB p�ll�t� The design also differs from the LI..I... 
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and KMS models i n  that only compressions to final fuel den
sities of 100 grams per cubic centimeter are needed to pro
duce significant fusion energy. In fact, this pellet would 
achieve a net energy gain of 1 ,000, i .e . ,  a 1 ,000 times more fli .. 
sion energy than laser energy output. This is orders of �agni- .

tude greater than the best projections of U.S.  models.. . 
' 

The key to this Soviet pellet design is the large depsity.final 
radius product which would be obtained. This wpul<

f
be ten 

times greater than the minimum .3 grams per s.!iuare centi
meter requirement - sufficient to create a thermon�lear 
inferno. . .  

The laser parameters for this giant fpellet . design are 
relaxed significantly compared to those for tqe KMS and LLL 
models. First, because of the pellet's latge size, the laser 
pulse duration would be as much as a 1.00'times larger than in 
the KMS and LLL cases. Second, the "necessary peak power 
would be tremendously decreased due to the large aspect 
ration. Further, since the Soviet design uses a gold shell 
more as a "barrier" than as a pusher, the wave-length of 
laser light could be significantly lengthened. the total laser 
energies would be of the same magnitude, but the energy 
gain would be much greater. Most important, the projected 
relaxation of ·the necessary laser requirements means that 
existing laser systems, electron-beam-excited carbon diox
ide and chemical lasers such as the hydrogen-flouride and 
iodine lasers now being successfully developed, would be 
more than adequate for functioning laser-fusion power 
plants. 

The major questions with this new approach are whether 
efficient compression can be achieved and whether hydro
dynamic stability can be assured. As to the first, Basov and 
Afanas'ev "emphasize that in the experiments of (KMS and 
LLL) the D-T gas is compressed with the aid of a heavy shell 
with mass much larger than the D-T gas ."  Tis, as they point 
out, leads to much lower energy gains with less efficient com
pression. They instead propose that the evolution of the 
compression shock can be tailored through utilizing alternat
ing layers of shells of different densities. In this way the com
pression can be made quite efficient. 

The essential question is the second, hydrodynamic stabil
ity. On this score Basov and Afanas'ev write at the end of 
their short article, "It should be noted in conclusion that the 
gas dynamic calculations of the targets are based on the 
experience gained by high-temperature hydrodynamics re
search in the USSR." 

"Experience" ! 
We will now offer some speculation on what exactly is 

meant by this unprecedented bold statement by these leading 
Soviet scientists, since the prognosis for realization of the ap-
proach they propose hinges on this statement. 

. 

The H-Bomb Link 
The Soviet Union has the largest thermonuclear weapons, 

hydrogen bombs which have an explosive force of 100 million 
tons of TNT, many times larger than U.S.  bombs. It is very 
likely that this is what Basov and Afanas'ev mean by "exper
ience gained by high temperature hydrodynamics research 
in the USSR." 

H-bombs are triggered by nuclear fission bombs. To make ' 
thermonuclear weapons more efficiently, and also scale 
them up in size, it is necessary to increase the ratio of fusion 
energy versus fission energy released. There are only three 
ways this can be achieved. First, the thermonuclear fuel mix 
can be rearranged. Second, the coupling of the fission-fusion 
reactions can be improved, that is, thermonuclear-produced 
neutrons can be used to increase the rate of the fission chain 
reaction. Third and most important - since the first two 
methods are actually dependent on thfs"parameter ':':" tlie fis
sion and fusion fuels can impl9ded to high densiti�� , .This-



compression of the fission and fusion fuels increases the 
rates of reaction in both cases. 

Replacing the gold outer shell of the proposed laser fusion 
pellet with a shell of Uranium-235, as is done in actual H
bomb and as has been proposed by the Soviets as a possible 
laser fusion pellet design, would mean that as the pellet is 
compressed the uranium reaches critical mass and explodes, 
which then further compresses the fusion fuel to much higher 
densities. In H-bombs, the initial compression of the basket
ball size pellet would be obtained with chemical explosives , 
"which can currently reach pressures 1 0  million times greater 
than normal atmospheric pressure. The critical phenomena 
involved would be the hydrodynamic stability of the implod
ing hollow sphere. 

Application of implosion physics to atomic weapons was 
first initiated by Dr. Seth Neddermeyer in the U.S.  during the 
Manhattan Project of World War II. The idea was that im
ploded spheres would achieve more efficient fission bombs 
with less fissionable mass. When it developed that Plutonium 
239-fueled fission bombs could only be detonated by com
pression, the whole Los Alamos Laboratory directed its at
tention to this problem, and John Von Neumann developed 
the first comprehensive theoretical model of imploding 
hollow spherical shells. 

But in regard to the application of these initial break
throughs to the current pressing problem of realizing con
trolled fusion, the effort in the U.S. has been deliberately 
restricted to narrow, limited lines of approach. Significant 
areas of this vital work are roped off under the pretext of 
security, and fusion scientists are left to compete with each 
other in rival empires of specialized expertise. 

As to the methodology implied by this outlook, with respect 
to the problem under consideration here, Dr. John Nuckolls 
of the Livermore Lab comments in the LLL 1974 annual 
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report that the non-linear dynamics of large pellets with high 
aspect ratios (Le . ,  with shell thickness much greater than the 
laser wavelength) can not be studied with the linear La
grangian computer models that are used at LLL. Further-

" more, Keith Boyer of Los Alamos also notes "that these 
" simulations ignore nonlinear effects, which might prove to be 

stabilizing."  
" As  the history of  Soviet fusion research shows, and as  the 

Basov-Afanas'ev article further implies, the USSR is in
creasingly focusing its resources on the broadest possible 
research effort into the basic questions of thermonuclear- ana" 
plasma physics research, drawing both weapons and con
trolled fusion applications out of this basic effort as spin-offs. 
The Soviets' growing predominance in the fusion research 
arena indicates the far greater effectiveness of their method
ology. 

The range of final densities proj ected in the Basov
Afanas' ev laser fusion pellet design are on the order of those 
which would be achieved in the hydrogen bomb design dis
cussed above. While the actual hydrodynamic compression 
processes are quite different in the two cases , the "quality" 
of the nonlinear physics involved are essentially the same, 
Le . ,  producing symmetry from turbulence. In fact the H
Bomb model is much more difficult to realize. Therefore it is 
very likely that the hydrodynamics research "experience" 
(both theoretical and experimental) which Basov and 
Afanas'ev refer to was precisely that which had been devel
oped to solve these problems in thermonuclear weapons de
sign. 

As reported last week in New Solidarity, Basov and com
pany will begin to fire their giant laser early next year. In 
combination with the new pellet design, experiments may 
very well signal the death knell of Rockefeller, capitalism, 
and all other fossil fuels ! 
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